Identifying influential spreaders in the complex network has been a hot topic in the study of network characteristic. Lots of centrality measures have been proposed to address this problem, but most methods have their own limitations and shortcomings. In this paper, a novel method is proposed to identify influencers in complex networks via the local information dimension. This proposed method considers the local structure property around the central node, so the scale of locality only increases to half of the maximum value of the shortest distance from the central node. Thus this proposed method considers the quasi-local information and reduces the computational complexity.
Introduction
Complex network has been a hot research topic and attracted researchers' attention in many fields [30] , because it can be used as a detailed model for many real-world complex systems, like brain network [14, 17] , message network [50, 64] , human lives [21] and social system [16, 43, 45] . In recent years, many structural properties of complex networks are affected by some special nodes, like scale-free [36] , self-similarity [47] and the fractal [55] property of complex network [15, 40, 41] . In order to measure networks' properties effectively, many studies have been launched to find these nodes with special properties, for example, finding the most similar node [56] , identifying influential nodes [44, 70] , predicting potential links [29] . Particularly, the nodes with high influential ability in complex network gradually attract researchers' attention, because they have more critical influence on networks'
property and structure than most other nodes, like predicting time series by visibility graph [27, 65] , predicting link by similar nodes [3, 61] , detecting community in social networks [62, 77] , measuring network complexity [59] , dividing network structure [67, 68] .
In general, each network has a specific node importance ranking, and different identification methods consider different structure properties in the network, which would give different ranking lists. A lot of centrality measures have been proposed to identify influential nodes and they can be divided into three categories [28] , including neighborhood-based centralities, path-based centralities, and iterative refinement centralities. These centralities have many classical measures, such as Degree Centrality (DC) [33] , Betweenness Centrality (BC) [34] , Closeness Centrality (CC) [12] , Eigenvector Centrality (EC) [2] , and some new centrality measures, like H-index Centrality [71] , optimal percolation theory [4, 32] , evidence theory [25, 31] , TOPSIS [75] and other measures [51, 73, 74] . These centrality measures have been applied in various fields, such as game theory [6, 19, 52, 54] , human cooperation [37] , evolutionary games [38] , ranking relevant websites [76] , and affecting nodes' synchronization [11, 63] . However, these classical centrality measures have their own shortcomings and limitation. For example, DC only concentrates on the local information but lacks the consideration of global information.
BC and CC would focus on the global information but the high computational complexity limits their application on large-scale complex network.
EC cannot be used in asymmetric networks, which would reduce its application. Recently, some new centrality measures have been proposed. For instance, Zareie et al. ranked the influential nodes based entropy [72] . Deng et al. proposed local dimension to identify vital nodes [39] , and Jiang et al.
modified it to fuzzy local dimension [58] . Makse et al. traced real information flow in social networks to find influential spreaders [49] . Fei et al. used inverse-square law to describe the intensity of node and obtained node lists [10] .
Entropy is a useful tool to measure the information of complex network [7, 69] , so it has been wildly used in many aspects in the network, like vulnerability evaluating [60] , dimension presentation [8, 35, 42, 57] , dilemma experiments [13, 26, 53] , data fusion [18, 48] , entanglement measures [5, 66] , and evidence theory [9, 20, 22, 23] . In addition, the structure of complex networks, such as nodes and links, can be seen as probability sets. Therefore, the structural properties can be effectively explored by entropy, which provides a new approach to address the problem in the network, including important nodes identification.
In this paper, a new centrality measure is proposed to identify the influential nodes based on local information dimension. This proposed method considers the information in boxes through Shannon entropy, which is more reasonable than classical measures. Different from previous methods, the scale of locality in this proposed method would grow from 1 to half of the maximum value of the shortest distance, which can consider the quasi-local information and reduce the computational complexity. Nodes with higher local information dimension are more influential in the complex network, which is same as classical measures. In order to show the effectiveness and reasonability of this proposed method, six real-world complex networks are used in this paper, and five existing centrality measures are applied as comparison methods. Furthermore, Susceptible-Infected (SI) [28] model and Kendall's tau coefficient [24] are used to show the superiority of this proposed method and the relationship between different methods.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces some exiting centrality measures and concepts about complex networks. This proposed local information dimension is proposed in Section 3. Meanwhile, some numerical experiments are simulated to illustrate the effectiveness and reasonability of this proposed method in Section 4. The conclusion is conducted in Section 5.
Preliminaries

The shortest distance between any two nodes in complex networks
In a given complex network G(N, V ), N is the set of nodes and V is the set of edges. The adjacency matrix of the network can be obtained by the topological property of network (the relationship between nodes and edges), then the shortest distance matrix can be obtained when the shortest distances between any two nodes are calculated by the Dijkstra algorithm. The adjacency matrix and shortest distance matrix are known information of complex networks, and are solved in advance to facilitate later application. The shortest distance ω ij between node i and node j is defined as follows,
where k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k m is node IDs and e k 1 k 2 is the edge between two nodes.
e k 1 k 2 = 1 represents there is an edge between two nodes, and e k 1 k 2 = 0 is the opposite. So the shortest length of path between node i and node j is represented as ω ij , and the maximum value of the shortest distance from node i is shown below,
The maximum value of the shortest distance κ i is the scale of the locality around node i, and it would be different for different nodes.
Centrality measures
Some existing measures are introduced in this section, like Betweenness Centrality (BC), Closeness Centrality (CC), Degree Centrality (DC), Degree Centrality (DC), Eigenvector Centrality (EC), Local dimension (LD).
Definition 2.1. Betweenness Centrality (BC) [34] . The betweenness centrality of node i is denoted as C B (i) and defined as follows,
where g st is the number of shortest paths between node s and node t, and g st (i) is the number of shortest paths between node s and node t which go through node i.
Definition 2.2. Closeness Centrality (CC) [12] . The closeness centrality of node i is denoted as C C (i) and defined as follows,
where ω ij is the shortest distance from node i and node j which can be obtained by Eq. (1), and |N| is the number of nodes.
Definition 2.3. Degree Centrality (DC) [33] . The degree centrality of node i is denoted as C D (i) and defined as follows,
where e ij shows the edge between node i and j, and |N| is the number of nodes. In fact, the degree centrality means the number of edges connected with the selected node.
Definition 2.4. Eigenvector Centrality (EC) [2] . A is a similarity matrix whose size is |N| × |N|. The eigenvector centrality x i of node i is the ith entry in the normalized eigenvector which belongs to A, and it is defined as follows,
where λ is the largest eigenvalue of A, and u = 1/λ, |N| is the number of nodes, x i is the sum of similarity scores of the nodes which are connected with node i.
The local dimension (LD) [39] of node i is introduced in Section 2.3.
Local dimension
To explore the local structural properties of complex networks, Silva et al.
[ 46] proposed the local dimension of complex networks. The power-law distribution has been proved to exist not only in theoretical networks with special properties like small-world, but also in many real-world networks. Because the topological scale from each central node is different, the local dimension would change with the selection of the central node. Then, Pu et al. [39] modified local dimension to identify the vital nodes in complex networks.
It has been found that the radius r and the number of nodes N i (r) whose shortest distance from central node less than r follows a power law, and it is shown as follows,
It can be easily found that the local dimension D i of node i can be obtained by the slope of double logarithmic curves, and it is shown as follow,
where d is the symbol of derivative. The radius r would grow from 1 to the maximum value of the shortest distance κ i from node i, and the derivative of Eq. (8) can be shown below because of the discrete property [1, 46] in complex networks,
where n i (r) is the number of nodes whose shortest distance from central node equal r. When a central node is chosen, the locality scale of the central node would be determined, and the local dimension of central node can be obtained by the slope of double logarithmic curves (ln N i (r) vs ln r). Lastly, the importance of node can be determined by the order of local dimension.
Different from the previous method, the node with a lower local dimension would be more influential in the network. local dimension D i , the local information dimension D I i also considers the structure properties around node i in complex networks, and it is defined as follows,
where d is the symbol of derivative, l is the size of the box, and I i (l) represents the information in the box whose central node is node i with size l. Different from the classical local dimension, the information I i (l) in the selected box is considered by Shannon entropy to describe the number of nodes in the box.
In addition, the box size growth rule is different from the classical definition.
The size of box l would grow from 1 to the half of the maximum value of the shortest distance from central node κ i , i. e. ceil(κ i /2). The change of box size means LID would focus on the quasi-local structure around the central node and reduce computational complexity. The information I i (l) in each box is determined by the number of nodes in the box, and the number of the selected nodes is considered by Shannon entropy. Thus, the information of box can show the node's properties more reasonable, and it is detailed defined as follows,
where p i (l) is the probability of information containing in the box whose central node is i for a given box size l, which is the ratio of the number of nodes in the box to the whole number in the complex network and can be obtained as follows,
where n i (l) is the number of nodes within the box whose size equals to l, and N is the whole number of nodes in the complex network. Thus, this
proposed local information dimension shown in Eq. (11) can be rewritten as follows,
It can be obtained from Eq. (14) discrete nature [1, 46] , the derivative expression in Eq. (14) can be rewritten below,
where N i (l) is the number of nodes whose shortest distance from central node i equals to box size l (ω ij = l), and n i (l) is the number of nodes whose shortest distance from central node i is less than the box size l (ω ij ≤ l).
In this proposed method, the scale of locality r max would change with the central nodes, which is defined as the half of the maximum value of the shortest distance from central node κ i , i.e. r max = ceil(κ i /2). The box size l would increase from 1 to the scale of locality r max . The information in each box (number of nodes in the box) would be considered by Shannon entropy. The local information dimension of each node can be obtained by the slope of box information I i (l) and the logarithm of the box size ln l. Due to the property of the local information dimension, this proposed method would consider the information in the box more reasonable and reduce the computational complexity.
Experimental study
In order to show the effectiveness of this proposed method, six real-world complex networks and five comparing measures are used in this section. 
Top-10 nodes
Firstly, the top-10 nodes in six real-world complex networks are identified by LID and five other exiting centrality measures, and the results are shown in Table 2 . These nodes with color in five existing measures show that they Firstly, the initial infection nodes are chosen as top 10 nodes obtained by different methods, and the detail lists are shown in Table 2 . Then, the infection process would last for t time, and the number of infected nodes F (t) would be recorded. Lastly, every experiment would be repeated 50
times independently with β = 3, and the results would be the average of 50 experiments which are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . 
The Kendall's tau coefficient
Kendall's tau coefficient [24] has been applied to measure the correlation between centrality measures and infectious ability measured by SI model [28] . 
where n c is the number of concordant combinations and n d is the number of discordant combinations, n is the number of combinations in the sequence. rates. The infection process is repeated 100 times independently and τ is obtained by averaging. The larger the coefficient τ is, the more relevant the infectious ability and centrality measure is. The Kendall's tau coefficient τ between LID, LD and infectious ability in four real-world complex networks are shown in Fig. 6 . In USAir network, it can be observed that τ does not have an obvious rule to change with the change of λ, and the difference between τ is relative small. In addition, τ of LID is always bigger thanτ of LD, which represents the superiority of this proposed method. In Jazz network, τ of LID is bigger than τ of LD when λ increases from 0.01 to 0.08, then, τ of LD would have a rapid growth after λ = 0.08 which represents that τ of LD would be bigger than τ of LID when λ = 0.09, 0.1. So this proposed method performances better in most of the time. τ in Karate network and Political blogs network are a downward trend. In Karate network, τ of LID is much bigger than τ of LD, which represents this proposed method outperforms LD. In Political blogs network, the different between τ is small but τ of LID is always bigger than τ of LD which shows the superiority of LID. In conclusion, the coefficient τ between LID and infectious ability is lager than the coefficient τ between LD and infectious ability in most cases. This means the result obtained by this proposed method is more relevant with classical infectious ability, and LID can keep relatively stable correlative performance than LD in most of real-world complex networks. Thus, this proposed method is more effective to identify influencers from this perspective.
The time consumption
Lastly, the time consumption of different measures in different networks is recorded in this subsection. We conduct all of these centrality measures by MATLAB 2016a on a PC with an Inter (R) Core (TM) i7-5500U CPU @2.40GHz CPU and 8GB RAM. The method with lower running time has lower computational complexity. The running times of these measures are shown in Table 3 . Observing from the result, DC has the lowest computational complexity, whether on large-scale or small-scale networks. In contrast, BC runs the longest time and far exceeds other methods. In the rest of the other methods, the running time of LID is mostly half of LD, and in some cases the running time is less than half. This is because LID considers the information of nodes (quasi-local information) whose distance from the central node is less than half of the maximum value of shortest distance, but LD considers all of the nodes in the network. The running time of EC is small in small-scale network but it grows fast in large-scale network (seen from the comparison with LD). In addition, the running time of EC is 2 to 10 times LID which means LID has relatively low computational complexity.
The reason why the running time of CC is smaller than LID is that CC only needs to sum the shortest distance from the central node to other nodes. In conclusion, LID runs at a lower time than most other methods which mean LID reduces the computational complexity.
Conclusion
In this paper, the influencers in complex networks are identified by the local information dimension. The size of the box covering the central node grows Comparing with some exiting measures in real-world networks, this proposed method is more effective and reasonable, and the results of the experiment show the superiority of this method.
However, this proposed method is still potential to be improved. One inevitable problem is how to identify two spreaders' influential ability when they have equal value of local information dimension D I i (or other measures' results). In future researches, the information in the box can be considered into multi-scale which can achieve adequate consideration of information, and a better result can be obtained. Therefore, the framework of dimensionbased approach would be significantly improved to identify the influencers in complex networks.
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